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PROGRAMME EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEO)
1. To provide students with a strong foundation in the
mathematical,

scientific

and

engineering

fundamentals

necessary to formulate, solve and analyze engineering
problems and to prepare them for graduate studies, R&D,
consultancy and higher learning.
2. To develop an ability to analyze the requirements of the
software, understand the technical specifications, design and
provide novel engineering solutions and efficient product
designs.
3. To provide exposure to emerging cutting-edge technologies,
adequate training & opportunities to work as teams on
multidisciplinary

projects

with

effective

communication

skills and leadership qualities.
4. To prepare the students for a successful career and work with
values & social concern bridging the digital divide and
meeting the requirements of Indian and multinational
companies.
5. To promote student awareness on the life-long learning and
to introduce them to professional ethics and codes of
professional practice.
Vision
To evolve as a center of academic excellence and advanced
research in Computer Science and Engineering discipline.
Mission





To inculcate in students a profound understanding of
fundamentals related to discipline
To inculcate skills, attitudes and their applications in solving
real world problems with an inclination towards societal
issues and research.
To promote research in the emerging areas of computer
architecture
and
networks

Our Department is
Accredited by The Institution of Engineers (India)

Since September 2015

From the Desk of HoD

I am extremely happy to bring out this message for our
department magazine COMSCE-WAVE released for the
academic year 2016 – 2017. This magazine provides a platform
for students and staff to share information, spread the latest
technical knowledge and cultivate right ways that will equip all
of us to stay competent in our respective fields of study and
research. I congratulate and thank all the students and staff
coordinators who have made untiring efforts to bring out this
magazine. I wish them all success. It is my pleasure to
congratulate the team that has taken the initiative for producing
this magazine.
Dr S.A.Sahaaya Arul Mary
HoD/CSE

Technical Articles
& Facts
& Latest trends

Message Queue Telemetry Transport
MQTT or Message Queue Telemetry
Transport is an Internet of Things
protocol for machine to machine
communication. The protocol was
invented by Andy Stanford-Clark of
IBM, and Arlen Nipper of Cirrus
Link Solutions. ―MQ Telemetry
Transport (MQTT) is a lightweight
broker-based
publish/subscribe
messaging protocol designed to be
open, simple, lightweight and easy
to implement.‖ MQTT runs over
TCP/IP. It enables transfer of
telemetry style data which is
nothing but sensor and actuator
data. The sensors and actuators
communicate with applications
through MQTT message broker. It is
useful for connections with remote
locations where a small code
footprint is required and/or
network bandwidth is at a
premium. For example: Usage in
health clinics where doctors can
remotely monitor patients at their
home. MQTT core components
consists of clients, servers or

brokers, sessions, subscriptions and
topics
The
publish/subscribe
messaging model consists of a

number
of
publishers
and
subscribers connected to a broker.
Publishers send (publish) messages
to the broker on a specific "topic".
Subscribers register (subscribe) their
interest in certain topics with the
broker. The broker manages the
connections to the publishers and
subscribers and distributes the
messages it receives from the
publishers to the subscribers
according to their subscribed topics.
Thus the publishers and subscribers
are nothing but the clients

–Ms. N.Radha AP/CSE
Holoportation

Holoportation is a new type of 3D capture technology that allows high-quality 3D
models of people to be reconstructed, compressed and transmitted anywhere in
the world in real time. When combined with mixed reality displays such as
HoloLens, this technology allows users to see, hear, and interact with remote
participants in 3D as if they are actually
present in the same physical space.
Communicating and interacting with remote
users becomes as natural as face-to-face
communication.–Mr.T.SathisKumar AP/CSE

Using Bitcoin to prevent identity theft
An attacker who hacked a public-key
encryption system, for instance,
might “certify”or cryptographically
assert the validity of
a false
encryption key, to trick users into
revealing secret information. But it
couldn’t also decertify the true key
without setting off alarms, so there
would be two keys in circulation
bearing certification from the same
authority.
Because
Bitcoin
is
completely decentralized, the only
thing ensuring its reliability is a
massive public log referred to as the
blockchain
of
every
Bitcoin
transaction
conducted
Earlier
systems have used the Bitcoin
machinery
to
guard
against
equivocation, but for verification,
they required the download of the
entire block chain, which is 110
gigabytes and growing hourly.
Striking paydirt
Extending the block chain is integral
to the process of minting or in Bitcoin
terminology, “mining” — new
bitcoins. The mining process is built
around a mathematical function,
called a one-way hash function, that
takes three inputs: the last log entry
in the block chain; a new block chain
entry, in which the miner awards
him- or herself a fixed number of new
bit coins (currently 12.5); and an
integer. The output of the function is
a string of 1s and 0s.Mining consists
of trying to find a value for the input
integer that results in an output
string with a prescribed number of
leading 0s currently about 72. There’s
no way to do this except to try out
lots of options, and even with a huge

bank of servers churning away in the
cloud the process typically takes
about 10 minutes. And it’s a race:
Adding a new entry — or “block” —
to the blockchain invalidates the most
recent work of all other miners, who
now have to start over using the
newly added block as an input.In
addition to assigning the winning
miner the latest quota of bitcoins, a
new block in the blockchain also
records recent transactions by
Bitcoin users. Roughly 100,000
commercial vendors in the real world
now accept payment in bitcoins. To
verify a payment, the payer and
vendor simply broadcast a record of
their transaction to the Bitcoin
network. Miners add the transaction
to the blocks they’re working on, and
when the transaction shows up in the
blockchain, it’s a matter of public
record.The transaction record also
has room for an 80-character text
annotation. Eighty characters isn’t
enough to record, say, all the public
keys certified by a public-key
cryptography system. But it is enough
to record a cryptographic signature
verifying
that
a
certification
elsewhere on the Internet is
legitimate. Previous schemes for
preventing
equivocation
simply
stored such signatures in the
annotations of transaction records.
Bitcoin’s existing security structure
prevents
tampering
with
the
signatures. But verifying that a Web
service using those schemes wasn’t
equivocating required examining
every transaction in every block of
the block chain — or at least, every

block added sincethe service first
used the scheme to certify a public

assertion
- Ms.V.Ranjani AP/CSE

Wearable system helps visually impaired users navigate
The researchers‘ system consists of a
3-D camera worn in a pouch hung
around the neck; a processing unit
that runs the team‘s proprietary
algorithms; the sensor belt, which
has five vibrating motors evenly
spaced around its forward half; and
the reconfigurable Braille interface,
which is worn at the user‘s side.
The key to the system is an
algorithm for quickly identifying
surfaces and their orientations from
the
3-D-camera
data.
The
researchers experimented with three
different types of 3-D cameras,
which
used
three
different
techniques to gauge depth but all
produced relatively low-resolution
images — 640 pixels by 480 pixels
— with both color and depth
measurements for each pixel.
The algorithm first groups the pixels
into clusters of three. Because the
pixels have associated location data,
each cluster determines a plane. If
the orientations of the planes
defined by five nearby clusters are
within 10 degrees of each other, the

system concludes that it has found a
surface. It doesn‘t need to determine
the extent of the surface or what
type of object it‘s the surface of; it
simply registers an obstacle at that
location and begins to buzz the
associated motor if the wearer Gets
within 2 meters of it. Chair
identification is similar but a little
more stringent. The system needs to
complete three distinct surface
identifications, in the same general
area, rather than just one; this

ensures that the chair is unoccupied.
The surfaces need to be roughly
parallel to the ground, and they
have to fall within a prescribed
range of heights.

Ms.C.Merlyne AP/CSE

Touch screen water and dust resistance labels
The resistance of touch panels
against
particles
and
water,
determined by the efficiency of the
enclosure, is usually described
through the Ingress Protection (IP)
rating that consists of two numbers:
The first number specifies resistance
against particles, such as dirt or dust,
and ranges from 0 (no protection) to
6 (withstands even thesmallest dust
particles).The second number is
indicative of the water proofness
level, taking values between 0 (no
protection) and 8 (fully protected in
case of total submergence).Smart
phones are usually manufactured
with
IP54
as
a
minimum
requirement, whereas typical IP
values for water resistance of
industrial touch screens are 5 or 6

(protection against water jets). Such
quality specifications can be achieved
by using zero-bezel enclosures made
of hard and transparent materials
being also as light and cheap as
possible; among the most commonly
used materials are the chemically
strengthened “soda-lime” glass, the
Corning Gorilla glass and the
Sapphire glass
S. Gowthami AP/CSE

Computer, drive my car! The mixed-mode era: 2020–2040
We’ll enter the mixed-mode era in
2020, in which manned and
driverless vehicles will coexist. Given
that a vehicle’s average life span is
around 10 to 15 years, we foresee
that this era will last about two
decades.
Early
versions
of
autonomous vehicles will be designed
to understand and cope with current
traffic systems that are made for
human driving. New traffic systems
will gradually be installed to facilitate
autonomous vehicles, and traffic
lights, lanes, and stop signs will
coexist with on-road sensors. In

addition, communication between
driverless vehicles must increase so
that they can coordinate with each
other dynamically. In this era,

enormous amounts of data will be
generated to fuel the continued
improvements of AI algorithms
Ms.K.Mohanappriya AP/CSE

Interesting Facts
Nowadays

we

have

Mozilla

Firefox

&

Internet Explorer but the very first widely
popular web browser was Mosaic which was
available from 1993 and discontinued in
1997.
The well-known social networking website Facebook (founded by Mark
Zuckerberg) now has more than 520 million registered users. If Facebook
was a country, it would have taken the third place among the world’s
largest countries. Indeed, do you know anybody who does not have an
account on Facebook?
All Internet is 4 exabytes of information. By the way, 1 exabyte = 1000
petabytes; 1 petabyte = 1000 terabytes; 1 terrabyte = 1000 gigabytes.
Each year, this amount is doubled
Today’s news website contains as much information as a person of the
18th century
MySQL supports up to 64 indexes per table. Each index may consist of 1 to
16 columns. The maximum index size is 1000 bytes (767 for InnoDB).
To restrict MySQL from being accessed publicly, use “skip-networking”
option in the config file. When it is enabled, MySQL only listens to local
socket connections and ignores all TCP ports. And “bind-address”
parameter which is set to “127.0.0.1″ restricts the MySQL to be accessible
only by the localhost.
Sivaraj III CSE B

Wikipedia: I know everything!
Google: I have everything!
Facebook: I know everybody!
Internet: Without me you are nothing!
Electricity: Keep talking bitches!

Latest Trends
SMARTSHADER Technology brings a new level of graphical effects
to personal computers. It allows software developers to use techniques
that, until recently, were only available to the creators of non-interactive
computer generated movies and special effects, and bring them to
interactive computer games, the world wide web, and digital content
creation applications.ATI’s SMARTSHADER technology represents a new
generation of programmable, hardware-accelerated graphics pipelines.
The technology was developed with a keen eye toward maximizing
efficiency and minimizing common performance bottlenecks, especially
memory bandwidth.SMARTSHADER technology is an extension of the
Vertex Shader and Pixel Shader programming languages first introduced
by Microsoft in DirectX® 8.0. While these shader languages were a good
first attempt at bringing programmability to graphics hardware,
experimentation revealed that they had a number of limitations that
offered many opportunities for improvement – K. ArunBalaji II CSE A

Spacemouse
The predecessor of the spacemouse was the DLR controller ball. Spacemouse has
its origins in the late seventies when the DLR (German Aerospace Research
Establishment) started research in its robotics and system dynamics division on
devices with six degrees of freedom (6 dof) for controlling robot grippers in
Cartesian space. The basic principle behind its
construction is mechatronics engineering and
the multisensory concept. The spacemouse
has different modes of operation in which it
can also be used as a two-dimensional mouse.
Each encoder disk has two infrared LEDs and
two infrared sensors, one on each side of the
disk (so there are four LED/sensor pairs
inside a mouse). This arrangement allows the
processor to detect the disk's direction of
rotation. There is a piece of plastic with a small, precisely located hole that sits
between the encoder disk and each infrared sensor Space mouse opens a new age
for man-machine communication. This device is based on the technology used to
control the first robot in space and has been adapted for a wide range of tasks
including mechanical design, real time video animation and visual simulation. It
has become a standard input device for interactive motion control of three-

dimensional graphic objects in up to six degrees of freedom. Space mouse works
with standard serial mouse interface without an additional power supply. The
ergonomic design allows the human hand to rest on it without fatigue. Thus flying
an object in six degrees of freedom is done without any strain
- V. SwarnaKamali II CSE B

E-Ball

Another idea of PC is coming now that is EBall Concept PC. The E-Ball idea PC is a
circle molded PC which is the littlest
configuration among every one of the
tablets and desktops. This PC has all the
component

like

a

customary

PC,

components like console or mouse, DVD,
expansive screen show. E-Ball is planned
that PC is set on two stands, opens by
squeezing and holding the two catches
situated on every side of the E-Ball PC,
this PC is the most recent idea innovation.
The E-Ball is a circle formed PC idea which is the littlest outline among
every one of the portable PCs and desktops have ever constructed.
Kiruthika D II CSE A

Lifi-Light Fidelity
Light Fidelity (Li-Fi) is a bidirectional, rapid and completely arranged
remote correspondence innovation like Wi-Fi. The term was instituted by
Harald Haas and is a type of unmistakable light correspondence and a
subset of optical remote interchanges (OWC) and could be a supplement to
RF correspondence (Wi-Fi or cell
arranges), or even a substitution
in
settings
of
information
broadcasting. It is wire and UV
obvious light correspondence or
infrared and close bright rather
than radio-recurrence range, a
portion
of
optical
remote
interchanges innovation, which conveys a great deal more data, and has
been proposed as an answer for the RF-transfer speed confinements
A.Muthupriyanka II CSE B

Tizen Operating System
If you list out operating systems currently exist around, there are
numerous. It is quite a complex process to maintain different operating
systems for each device like Smartphones, Computers, Watches,
Televisions, games, IVI (in-vehicle infotainment) etc. The new era of
Electronics is advancing towards simplifying this process. The growing
Tizen operating system is aiming towards simplifying user needs. Tizen is a
Linux-based operating system whose development is guided by the
Technical Steering Group, which is an organization that includes both
Samsung and Intel. Also, there is a Tizen Association led by a Board of
Directors from Samsung, Intel, Huawei, Fujitsu, NEC, Panasonic, KT
Corporation, Sprint Corporation, SK Telecom, Orange, NTT DoCoMo, and
Vodafone. Tizen Association decides what needs to be done in the OS
whereas the Technical Steering Group determines what code is actually
incorporated into the operating system to accomplish those goals.
Like Android operating system, Tizen operating system is also an open
source and one can use Tizen Common base to develop a new profile to meet
the memory, processing and power requirements of any device so, we can
easily expect it to grow to a next level.
Tizen is a flexible operating system built from scratch to address
the needs of all stakeholders of the mobile and connected device
ecosystem, including device manufacturers, mobile operators, application
developers and independent software vendors. The best thing about this
OS is support for HTML-5. Tizen also provides application development
tools based on the JavaScript libraries jQuery and jQuery Mobile.
Martina J III CSE A

The Quintessential command
CTRL+ALT+Delete was written by
David Bradley

The facts about Computer Science Careers
Computer science job openings are projected to multiply in the
coming years
While others may have to worry about their job security, those with
careers in computer science can rest easy. As the world becomes
increasingly digitalized, companies from every industry need the proper
technical infrastructure to support
their business.
We used real-time job analysis
software to find that nearly 3
million computer science jobs were
posted over the past year. This goes
to show that growth follows
demand!
And computer science jobs aren’t
just growing — they’re skyrocketing. The computer science cluster of
careers is projected to grow by 12 percent between 2014 and 2024,
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). That’s much faster
than the average rate of growth for all occupations, which is 7 percent.
This translates into 488,500 new jobs to be added through 2024 — not
to mention the millions that already exist. One of those could be yours!
What this means for you? As a computer science professional, you’ll
be the coveted employee that many organizations are seeking. With job
openings increasing faster than degrees are being earned, there is
exciting opportunity for the foreseeable future.
Computer science professionals can work in several industries
Unlike an education or nursing degree, a computer science
degree affords you the opportunity to work in a wide variety of
industries. In this day and age, nearly every organization is using
technology for everything from video conferencing to cloud computing.
As a result, computer science professionals aren’t limited to working in
one single industry.
We examined the nearly 3 million computer science job postings from
our analysis to determine the top five industries offering careers in
computer science. Here’s what we found:
 Software publishers
 Computer systems design and related services
 Insurance carriers
 Management, scientific and technical consulting services
 Depository credit intermediation
What this means for you? If your first computer science job doesn’t
live up to your expectations, it’s not your last option. You have the
opportunity to work in a completely different industry without having to
learn a new skill set or earn a new degree.
- Srivatsan III CSE B

Faculty Enhancement

FDP Attended
Ms.N.Radha ,
Ms.J.Sathiyaparkavi

Ms.V.Ranjani

"Two Day FDP on
Introduction to Mobile App
Development" organized by
ICTACT at K.Ramakrishnan
College of Technology,Trichy
on 17th& 18th Feb 2017

Two days FDP on
Introduction to IoT
organized
by
ICT
Academy at KLN college
of
Information
&
Technology on 15th to
16th Feb 2017

Ms.C.Merlyne Sandra Christina
Three Days TTT on UI Technology Conducted by
Infosys at KSR College of Engineering ,Erode on 29th
to 31st March 2017

Mr. R.MohanKumar
Five Day FDP on Database
Programming with PL/SQL"
organized by ICTACT and
Oracle Academy at Kamaraj
College of Engg& Tech,
Virudhunagar on 22nd -26th
May 2017

Ms.S.Gowthami
Five Days FDP on
Database Programming
with SQL organized by ICT Academy
at MAM College of Engineering &
Technology on 30th Jan to 3rd
Feb 2017

Mr. A.T.Barani Vijaykumar
Five Days FDP on Grid and Cloud Computing
Conducted byAnjalaiAmmal college of
Engineering and Technology Thiruvarur on 22nd
to 26th May 2017

FDP on PYTHON Programming
All the Faculty members of the Department of
Computer Science &Engineering ,Information
Technology have attended the two days FDP on
Python Programming organized by Saranathan
College of Engineering on May 4th and 5th 2017.

Certifications
Eight Week
Online Course
"Programming,
Data Structures
and Algorithms
using Python"
conducted by
NPTEL and IITMadras during
jan-mar 2017
and received
"ELITE"
Certification

Mr.R.Mohankumar

Ms.J.Sathiaparkavi

Ms.C.Merlyne
Sandra Christina

Ms.N.Radha

Mr.S.Venkatasubramanian
Passed the Academic Assessment Test on Data Centre Virtualization
Fundamentals Conducted by VmWare Corporation in March 2017

Mr.R.MohanKumar
Oracle

Certification

Exam

"Database

Programming

with

PL/SQL"

conducted by Oracle Academy in May 2017

Mr.P.DineshKumar
Certified

as Microsoft

Fundamentals (98-366)

Technology

Associate

Certificate No.: F927-6690

in

Networking

Publications
Dr.S.A. Sahayya Arul Mary
S.Sahaaya Arul & Mary, SA 2016, ‗Privacy preserving in Health Care Information: A
Memetic Approach, Journal of Medical Imaging & Health Informatics‘, American
Scientific Publishers, vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 779-783,ISSN:2156-7018 (Annexure I).IF-0.877
S.Sahaaya Arul & Mary, SA 2016, ‗A Comparative Framework for Feature Selection in
Privacy Preserving Data Mining Techniques using PSO and K-Anonymization‘, A
journal of Institute of Integrative Omics and Applied Biotechnology, ISSN: 0976-3104
(Annexure II),IF-4.13, (Acceptance Received)
S.Sahaaya Arul Mary, SA 2017, ‗Heuristics For Privacy Preserving Data Mining: An
Evaluation‘,IEEEInternational conference on Algorithms methodology ,models and
Applications in emerging Technologies-2017 (ICAMMAET 2017) (Acceptance
Received)

Mr. S.Venkatasubramanian
S.Venkatasubramanian, A.T.Barani Vijaya Kumar, P.B.Arun Prasad, "A Cross Layer
Supported Non-Reservation Based Approach for QOS Provisioning in Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks", International Journal of Innovative Research in Science and Engineering,
pp. 184-189, Vol. 3, Issue. 2, Feb 2017, Impact factor:2.03 ISSN[O]24549665,ISSN[P]2455-0663
S.Venkatasubramanian, N.Ramya, P.Nivetha, P.Nivetha, J.Vijayalakshmi, "LOCATION
BASED E-BLOOD BANKING SYSTEM FOR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS", IJARSE,
pp. 912-917, Vol. 6, Issue. 3, Mar 2017, ISSN:2319-8354

Ms. V. Punitha
V. Punitha, "Dynamic Policy Access for Secure Data Sharing", IJIRCCE, Vol. 5,
Issue. 3, Mar 2017, ISSN (Online): 2320-9801
V. Punitha, G. Umamaheswari, R. Sangeetha, N. Tivya, V. Sivashankari,
"Dynamic Policy Access for Secure Data Sharing", IJIRCCE, Volume 5, Issue 3,
March 2017, ISSN (Online): 2320-9801

Mr T. Sathis Kumar
T. SathisKumar R.Sanam, J.Srikanth, , "A Study on Li-Fi Technology and
Challenges in Connecting Devices", International Journal of Innovative
Research in Computer and Communication Engineering, pp. 4383-4389, Vol. 5,
Issue. 3, Mar 2017
T. SathisKumar N.Prakadeesh, N.Thiruvengadanathan, D.Varunsagar, , "IP
FLOODING PREVENTION MECHANISM BASED ON NETWORK TRAFFIC
ANALYSIS", International Journal of Exploring Emerging Trends in
Engineering, pp. 81-84, Vol. 4, Issue. 2, Apr 2017
T. SathisKumar ,M.Melowin Mary, S.Bhavapriya, N.Mohanambal, B.Monica, ,
"Dynamic Computational Offloading To Mobile Cloud Extend Lifetime in
Mobiles", International Journal for Scientific Research and Development, pp.
55-57, Vol. 51, Issue. 2, Apr 2017.

Ms.N.Radha
N.Radha.‖Dynamic Motion Saliency for Theft Detection and Alert‖ in
International Journa Radha.N, ―Eye-Movement Tracking For Physically
Challenged People Using Human Computer Interaction‖ in IJIRCCE, Volume 4,
Issue 3, March 2016
Radha.N, ―Dynamic Motion Saliency For Theft Detection and Alert‖ in
IJIRCCE, Volume 5, Issue 3, March 2017
Radha.N, ―Three Level Password Authentication System‖ in International
Journal of Advance Research in Science and Engineering, Volume 06, Issue 03,
March 2017

Ms.C.Merlyne Sandra Christina
C Merlyne Sandra Christina Akshaya M,Ashwini K S,DeepikaN,Meenukumari
S, "Authorship Attribution for Social Media Forensics" at International Journal
of Latest Engineering Research and Applications (IJLERA) ISSN: 2455-7137
Volume – 02, Issue – 03, March – 2017, PP – 34-38

C. Merlyne Sandra Christina M. Nilofar Nisha, R. Nisha, R. Pavithra, R. Radha,
"PICODE: PICTURE EMBEDDED 2D BARCODES‖ at International Journal of
Innovative Research in Science and Engineering ,Vol.No 3, Issue 03, March 2017

Ms. K.Mohanappriya
K.Mohanappriya,K.Raghuraman,M.V.Ragulnaath,V.Prabhu,D.Selvaraj,‖Downl
oad Manager using Distributed Approach‖.International Journal of Science
Technology & Engineering in Volume 3 Issue 9 Mar 2017 ISSN(online):2349784X

Ms.JSathiaparkavi
J Sathiaparkavi, "Exploiting Dynamic Resource Allocation for Efficient Parallel
Data Processing in the Cloud", IJIRT, Vol. 3, Issue. 10, Mar 2017
J Sathiaparkavi, "Gene Pattern Analysis Using Expectation Maximization
Algorithm",
IJSART,
Vol.
3,
Issue.
3,
Mar
2017
J Sathiaparkavi, "AutomaticGarbage Fill Alerting System", IJIRSE, Vol. 3, Issue.
3, Mar 2017

Mr .A.T.Baranivijayakumar
A.T.Baranivijayakumar, "Multipurpose User Beneficiary Application For
Institutions Using Android (Mubaia)", International Journal Of Engineering
Trends And Technology (Ijett), pp. 518-520, Vol. 45, Issue. 10, March 2017

Ms. V.Ranjani
V.Ranjani, S. Jana Priya, S. Akshaya, E. Aruna, J. Arokiya Mary Julie, ―Flood
Monitoring and Alerting System‖. International Journal of Computer
Engineering & Technology, 8(2), 2017, pp. 01–05.
V.Ranjani, S. Jana Priya, S. Akshaya, E. Aruna, J. Arokiya Mary Julie ―Three
Level Flood Alerting System in 5th
ICCET 2017 -fifth International
Conference on contemporary engineering and technology 2017 march 24 - 25,
2017. Madha Engineering College Chennai, India

Mr.R. Mohankumar
R. Mohankumar, P. Raageshigha, K. Srikavi, M.S. Suwetha, R. Vishalini, "A
Web App for Interactive Coding Challenge", IJIRCCE, Volume 5, Issue 3, March
2017, ISSN (Online): 2320-9801

Mr.P. Dinesh Kumar
P. Dinesh Kumar, M. Umayal Saranya Mano, K.M. Umayaal, B. Sobodhini, V.
K. Abinaya, "Industrial Monitoring using IoT", IJIRCCE, Volume 5, Issue 3,
March 2017, ISSN (Online): 2320-9801

Ms.S.Gowthami
S.GowthamiM.BGunaPrasat,Hariharasudhan,M.Painthamizlkumaran,K.Mohan
raj, ―Indoor Positioning System (IPS) Using Android‖ International Journal of
Innovative Reasearch in Computer and Communication Engineering , Volume
5, Issue 3, March 2017.

Ms.N.Kavitha
N.Kavitha, SK Maruthi Raja, A KeerthiVasan, V Kumaran, "Real Time
Intelligent Emotional Music Player using Android", Journal for Research,
Volume 03, Issue 01, pp 61-65,March 2017 (ISSN: 2395-7549)

Technical Association Activities

 App Development Contest – Appmania ‘17
 Coding Challenge Contest
 Technical Essay Competition
 Seminars/ Guest Lectures / Workshops
 Spoken Tutorial Program

App Mania Contest ‘17
Appmania contest was initiated on 3rd March'17 and our students
were motivated to develop various Apps. All our students had
converted their Innovative thinking in to Apps and all Apps were
juried by a panel of professionals.

No. of Teams Registered

55

No.of teams Participated

210

No. of Mobile Apps developed 60
No. of teams won the prizes

4

Some Developed Apps






Group Play
Home Digital Agent
Women Safety System
E-Rationing
Online Appointment
Fixing

Smart India Hackthaton’17
Technical & National Event Organized by AICTE

No. of Teams Participated 65
No.of teams submitted their project at National level 10
Selected team 1(presented their project in K.L University Guntur,
Andhra Pradesh

Coding
Challenge
Contest
In Department level,
Every day students
have participated in the
coding contest and won
the prizes..

Online
Technical Essay
Competition
Indian National Academy
of Engineering
has conducted the Technical
Essay Competition.
- 17 students submitted the
technical topics

Organized Events

FDPs /
Workshops

• Faculty Development Programme
on Python Programming experts
from Infosys on May 4th & 5th
2017
• Python Workshop for Non
CSE/IT Students

Seminars / Guest Lectures
Multi-core
Architecture
Programming

and

Dr. P.Chitra from Thiagarajar
Engineering, Madurai on 17-02-2017

Parallel
College

of

Internet of Things(IoT)
Ms.S.Vasantha Vice President(Business
Development) from Fluxgen on 04-02-2017

and

Infosys Campus Connect
Foundation Program
The Department of CSE & IT has conducted the Infosys Campus Connect
classes for the upcoming final year students of all the departments from 29th
May 2017 to 14th June 2017.
The Foundation Program 4.0 has


Software Engineering



JAVA



RDBMS



Web Technology

As per schedule all faculty members from CSE & IT have covered all concepts
present in foundation program 4.0 to enrich the knowledge of the students
in the above subjects and make them to be Industry ready.

Infosys Soft Skills Program
The Department of CSE has conducted the Infosys Campus Connect classes
organizing Deep Dive Enablement Program (Soft - Skills Program) in our
college for the first year students from 29th to 31st May 2017 to improve the
Communication and team work

Internship Activities

No. of. Students involved: 25

No. of. Students involved: 3

No. of. Students involved: 5

No. of. Students involved: 1

No. of. Students involved: 1

No. of. Students involved: 1

Total No.of Students:36

Co-curricular Activities

Paper Presentation
Cranium Crackers

Anna
University,
BIT Campus
Trichy

Care Group
of
Insitutions
PapsPro ,Meme
Creation 2nd Place

Level up

Save-IT Win-IT 1st place

2 nd place ,3 rd place
IQ Mastro 2nd Place

Brain Busters 1st Place

Participated in Workshop

NIT
Trichy

1st Place

Slide Sparkle 2nd Place

Government
College of
Engineering
Srirangam
Tech –to-

Inter College
Events

K.Ramakrishnan
College of
TEchnology
Trichy

Date
1st Place
App
Addz
1st Place
Clickz
2nd place

Indra
Ganesan
College of
Engineering
Paprix, Robot 1st Place
Participated in Screen Show

Anna
University
Chennai

Participated in
Coding Contest

List of Events

Total No. of
Students
participated in
the various
Events 72

Paps Pro

Workshops

20

8

TECH to Date
&
App Addz

Brain Busters
& Level up

Total No. of
Students
won the
prizes: 42

23

21

Overall Championship in various
College events
Anna University
Trichy BIT
Campus
Government College

K Ramkrishnan

of Engineering

College of

Srirangam

Technology

Project Exhibition
@ Bangalore
Project Expo

Campus Drive
Sno
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Placement Statistics 2017
Name of the Company
Placed Count
Infosys
26
IVTL
3
Volante
3
Econ Systems pvt ltd
1
Excelocam
2
CMS IT Services
3
Mobius software
3
Mobius ITES
5
Netcon
1
Statlabs
1
Valued Epistemics
1
Nexge Technologies
1
Lumina
1

2% 2%
2% 2%

Placement Report

2%

Infosys
IVTL
Volante

9%

Econ Systems pvt ltd

6%
51%

6%
4%
2%

Excelocam
CMS IT Services

6%

6%

Mobius software
Mobius ITES

Online Certification
MTACertification
No.of v

No. of. Students Certified: 161

Vmware Certification

No. of. Students Certified: 60

Oracle Certification
No. of. Students Certified: 30

DELL Emc2

No. of. Students Certified:15

Workshops
S.No

Event
Name

Guest / Resource
Person

Organized
by

Date

1

A Four-Day Workshop on 'JAVA SWING,
JDBC, UML and Project Development' for
III Year CSE Students

Dept. of CSE

19th-22th
June 2017

2

A Two-Day Workshop on 'OOPS
Fundamentals' for II Year CSE Students

Dept. of CSE

14th-15th
June 2017

Training Programmes
S.No

Event
Name

Guest / Resource Person

Organized
by

Date

Dept. of CSE

18th-26th
Apr 2017

1

Rolled-out Training Programme of 'Oracle
Academy
Java
Fundamentals,
Java
Programming and Database Fundamentals' for
CSE III Year Students (31 Students Registered)

2

Rolled-out Training Programme of MTA Database Fundamentals
(98-364) Course

13th – 21st
Mar 2017

3

Rolled-out Certification Programme of 'Oracle
Academy
Java
Fundamentals,
Java
Programming and Database Fundamentals' for
IVTL Placed Students (11 Students Registered)

06th -15th
Mar 2017

4

Rolled-out
Training
Programme
Fundamentals (98-364) Course

for

Dept. of CSE

MTA

Database

06th17thFeb
2017

Events Gallery

K.Ramakrishnan College
of Technology, Trichy

Kongu Engineering
College

Government Engineering

College, Srirangam

Alumni Address
Mr.SiddhartaRabindran- Service Engineer at Microsoft Inc., and 2007
CSE passout student, addressing the CSE/IT Students on 'Your Career is
Your Responsibility'

Summer/ Winter
Workshops

Java Programming
Web Technology
C++ Programming

App Mania Contest

First Prize – Group Play

Second Prize – e - Dictionary

Third Prize – Home Digital
Agent

From Editorial Board
Dear Readers
It gives us great pleasure to bring you COMSCE-WAVE -17 issue,
the department magazine of CSE. The name and fame of an institute
depends on the calibre and achievements of the students and teachers.
The role of a teacher is to be a facilitator in nurturing the skills and
talents of students. This magazine is a platform to exhibit the literary
skills and innovative ideas of teachers and students. COMSCE-WAVE
presents the achievements of students and contributions of teachers.
We would like to place on record our gratitude and heartfelt thanks to
all those who have contributed to make this effort a success. Last but
not the least we are thankful to all the authors who have sent their
articles. We truly hope that the pages that follow will make an
interesting read.
Faculty Wing
K.Mohanappriya AP/CSE
Students Wing
K.ArunBalaji III -CSE

